GARDEN HEALING
A group for hands-on processing!

Through garden healing we teach an integrative approach to problem solving with increased focus, patience, social dynamics, confidence and self-esteem. Outdoor learning. Fun. Fruits. Veggies!

Garden classes are tailored to fit the need of individuals, groups, homeschools and schools.
Horticulture Therapy: Facilitator Janelle Froehlich, LMFT
Horticulture Teachers: Liz Christy and Marianne Zaugg

Where: Classes are held at Oakland Community Garden
Corner of North Oakland Ave and Maple Street, Pasadena, CA 91101

Cost: Private Classes: $30 for 30 min
Group Session: Call Eco Urban Gardens for more information!

Do you have a garden? Will bring the class to you!

ecourbangardens.org
info@ecourbangardens.org
626-374-3504